Listening comprehension
PIL
And Approach, just to make sure that … do you guys … have the information about … that we are going to
need … paramedics once we land?
CTL
Spirit 779, affirmative, we are going to have paramedics standing by, do you know if it's female or male
flight attendant that's needing assistance?
PIL
I believe it's a female, but I can double-check. But I know, so they just told me, there are also like two
passengers starting … getting sick.
CTL
OK, just let me know of the sex of the passengers when able, that we will have the emergency personnel
more informed, and they’ll be able to meet you at the gate, is that where you want them, or do you want them to
get the people off the taxiway?
PIL
No, at that gate … at the gate … we'll just taxi straight to the gate.
PIL
Spirit 779, it's a female flight attendant getting oxygen and actually they just informed me that there is
another passenger getting oxygen.
CTL
Ok, thanks very much, and we'll have everybody standing by for you.
PIL
Thank you
…
Rescue Myrtle Beach tower, Rescue 10
CTL
Rescue 2, Rescue 10, all rescue vehicles, it's … it's more of a medical emergency, they've got three … three
passengers that need assistance, so they do not need you standing by the runway. Thank you, though.
…
Rescue Myrtle Beach tower, Rescue 10, do we know the nature of the medical call?
CTL
Rescue 10, I am trying to get a hold of airport ops as well, they are reporting a chemical smell, it's a woman
flight attendant … headaches and nauseous, and two elderly passengers as well.
…
Rescue Myrtle Beach tower, Rescue 10, after that pilot gets on the ground, I do not want him to go to a jetway, I 'd
like him to hold off on the taxiway and then I can talk to him, make sure what kind of chemical smell we do have on
that plane.
CTL
Rescue 10, roger.
…
CTL
Spirit Wings 779, after landing the rescue vehicle is requesting you hold on the taxiway to verify what kind
of chemical smell, do you know what chemical smell it is? He is monitoring this frequency now.
PIL
… We don't know … it smells kind like … dirty sock smell, something like that?
CTL
And where it's coming from, what area of the plane?
PIL
It's in the cabin, it could be maybe from the back, from the air conditioning, … well, we really don't know.
CTL
Roger.
…
PIL
Just to confirm, after landing, do you guys just want us to stay on the runway or just clear the runway and
wait?
CTL
Spirit Wings 779, you can exit the runway after landing, and you are cleared to land runway 1-8.
…
CTL
Spirit Wings 779, left turn on Alpha, just pull off in the ramp, they are going to pull some airstairs up to you,
they don't want you to hook up to the gate.
…
CTL
Rescue 10 do you know the status of the 3 individuals? Did any of them have to go to the hospital?
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